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Introduction
Purpose and context

Between August and November 2021, planning officers and the local community
engaged in a two-way conversation about design guidelines for future development
on Lots Road South – the site currently occupied by the auction house, car
compound and other commercial uses. The result is a set of draft design principles.
This report details the collaborative process for shaping those principles and lists the
key points raised by local stakeholders. It covers the last stage of early engagement
before the draft principles are published for wider consultation.
The early engagement process started in March 2021 and focused on the future of a
number of council-owned sites in the Lots Road area. Over 20 local organisations
attended mapping workshops to work on a shared vision for the neighbourhood 1.
From August, the focus moved to one specific site, Lots Road South, and 11 local
organisations reconvened to form the design working group. This group helped the
Council to ponder the need to tackle the borough’s housing shortage, especially of
extra care homes, and the local ambition to enhance the character of the area while
upgrading the local Employment Zone.

Design working group

The group is formed by 11 local organisations invited by the Council or appointed by
local stakeholders that fit into two or more of the following categories:
•
•
•
•

Based very close to Lots Rd South
With the right set of skills to support residents through the planning process
Representative of the local economy
Took part in mapping workshops in March 2021

They are the Architects of Invention, Chelsea Society, Chelsea Theatre, Cheyne
Walk Trust, Heatherley’s School of Fine Art, Lots Road Auction House, Lots Village
Association of Residents and Businesses, Nicholas Zervoglas Architects, Pooles
Lane Association, Studio Rinaldi, and World’s End Studios. Ward Councillors also
attended the sessions. On the Council’s side, members of the Growth and Delivery
Team, Sustainable Design and Heritage Team, and the Head of Spatial Planning
took part.
The business of the working group was to review emerging development scenarios,
to steer the early engagement process, and to help shape design principles for future
development on Lots Road South

Engagement strategy

Residents and businesses influenced the process through formal and informal
meetings held face to face in the local area as requested by the community.
From August, Council officers arranged one to one conversations and drop-in
sessions at local cafes. One strong message stemming from these talks was that
1

See “Lots Road mapping workshops: Summary of feedback”.

residents want more certainty about the height, massing and uses of any future
development that could come forward on Lots Road South. The meetings also kept
the community informed of any progress made by the Council’s planning team.
To address residents’ concerns and increase certainty, the planning team proposed
creating a set of design principles in collaboration with the community. Three design
workshops then took place in October and November at local venues, the World’s
End Studios and the Chelsea Academy. The number of local attendees at each
session varied from 10 to 19, not including Ward Councillors and Council staff.
The first workshop focused on the opportunities and constraints for redeveloping
Lots Road South. The discussion was informed by three sets of key information: site
analysis maps2, initial design priorities based on previous community feedback, and
the three development scenarios under consideration at the time by the Council’s
Social Investment & Property team – which set the minimum feasible quantum of
development.
At the second session, participants explored the benefits and limits of design codes,
discussed revised design principles, and reviewed diagrams intended to test those
principles. Local stakeholders asked the planning team to explore further options
while they also tried alternative layouts – there are local architects on the group.
A third session was arranged to discuss new diagrams including the ideas suggested
by the community, and to reassess the design principles. The meeting happened
after the Council Leadership Team’s key decision to pursue a development partner
to deliver the minimum quantum of development on Lots Road South 3. However, this
does not mean there was any decision on actual plans for new buildings.
Visual prompts were used to inform the discussions. All relevant resources are
available in this report. The Community Feedback section includes a list of key
design comments and non-design themes raised at workshops and via email. The
Appendix shows the visual aids produced especially for the workshops.
The last workshop was not the end of the conversation. Local stakeholders and
officers are still sharing information via email. The conversation is expected to
continue although taking a different shape. Once the draft set of design principles is
published for formal consultation anyone will be able to provide written feedback.
The local community is expected to be consulted again if and when a planning
application is submitted to the Council.

Available on the Draft Design Brief consultation document.
The report recommending approval to progress proposals for Lots Road South is available on the
Council’s website.
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Community feedback

This section includes notes taken at all three design workshops and key comments
received via email. After each workshop, a similar summary comprising notes and
key takeaways agreed with participants was shared with the working group.
Because the purpose of the sessions was to shape design principles, the planning
team decided to distinguish between points to be addressed by a design brief and
other non-design comments for consideration more widely in the Council.

Design principles
Character
• Any development needs to enhance and respect the Employment Zone
• Overbearing and overshadowing could harm the street character
• Relieve the continuous building line along Lots Rd to make for a more
articulated street character
• Refer to warehouse style, retain façades if possible
• Auction house has clear character – elements of this should be retained
• Mix of architectural style, warehouse culture
• Consider traditional warehouse roof style on new building
• Green roof, rooftop squares – especially next to Heatherley’s although be
mindful of light to studios
• Respect the Conservation Area
Massing and layout
• For any proposal to add value, to both site and larger community, it’s crucial
the existing context is taken into consideration
• Consider impact of light on Heatherley’s School for Fine Art and Lots Rd Pub
• Heatherley’s: “Our requirement for natural light is core to our activity as an art
school and goes far beyond purely aesthetic consideration”
• 7-8 storey massing along Lots Road could create an unpleasant streetlevel/pedestrian experience
• Kings Rd is 4/5 levels, why should this be more in Lots Rd?
• “Kings Rd has a good feel, the sort of place that makes people want to live
here because there are virtually no tall buildings. It is much wider than Lots
Rd so buildings are not on top of each other and taking away valuable light”
• Building placement could reflect the borough boundary to allow lower height
along Lots Rd, no more than 3 storeys
• Height might make existing residents feel overlooked
• Avoid canyonisation of Lots Road
• Spread the development across the site to reduce heights, in keeping with the
built form of the area
• Stagger form towards railway line to avoid canyonisation
• Railway – not necessarily a constraint – can we make a feature of it?
• Setbacks from the street on upper storeys
• Explore courtyard layout with open frontages that should be inviting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Uses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make for a more appealing pedestrian experience and create interest in what
is happening inside the site
Make good use of the land to the rear
Create permeability through the site
Vertical stacking of uses
Quality design
“Designing out crime: Areas should be clear, with no hidden parts that would
encourage” antisocial behaviour. “Clear views should be maintained so that
neighbours, commercial and domestic, can overview entrances”
Placemaking/animation of Lots Road is key
Diversity of activities along street frontage is essential
New development needs to contribute to sense of community
Should feel like a community for people living in the site and be inviting for
people walking past
Market housing should be accessible so that it can be used as people age
Housing on the railway line should have double aspect
Extra care homes should be at the ‘best spot’
Extra care homes should have access to adjacent outdoor space/garden,
perhaps near Heatherley’s
“We need a community centre”
Do not locate community space in basement
Design community space to allow for activities such as residents’ meetings,
training, celebrations, events
“The code should include a way that office/shop use can work with housing, if
housing is the inevitable aim. If housing is above shops there’s a clash if
shopping hours are late or 24/7”

Workspaces
• Workspaces need outside space and courtyards providing meeting spaces,
sense of community
• Opportunities for employment to be varied – workshops, cafes, shops
• Importance of affordable commercial space
• Must create an appealing offer for businesses – an attractive area, practical
facilities
• Recreate the successful elements of World’s End Studios
• “How will the artisan nature of the area be engendered in the new build? We
have local designers, craftspeople and artists who might welcome studio
space, especially as other household members might be home working more.
Small flexible units might be what is required. Not hugely expensive spaces.”
• “The ground level areas, and therefore in particular the setting out of the
employment, are crucial to the success of the scheme, and its integration
within the local context”
• Concerns over suitability of employment use at basement level

Servicing and movement
• Servicing should be integrated from the start
• Concerns over concentration of traffic
• Issues with loading on the street – limited vehicle access, school streets
closures
• Shouldn’t make road unsafe as at present with ad hoc loading
• Be mindful that Lots Road is very narrow
• “No particular benefit to east-west link across the railway, and the disbenefit is
that more people might come to use limited local facilities”
• “We need electric charging. Motorbike parking. All secure.”
Open spaces and Chelsea Creek
• The Creek itself is the most unique feature – is there anywhere else in
Chelsea like it?
• Improve and open up views around creek
• Create gathering points/spaces
• Outdoor space needs to work for servicing as well as pleasant amenity space
• Make the most of the creek and the south-facing aspect, space must be as
wide as possible
• Concerns that few people will benefit from open space at the back of new
buildings if spaces are not inviting
• Green Path: Identify and reserve route from Chelsea Creek to Fulham Rd
• “We need more green open space. Our parks are saturated and overused.
Many now travel to Holland Park as our two green spaces are too busy”
Greening and sustainability
• Design code should consider the sustainability of the new building
• Zero carbon commitment
• Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
• More greenery and planting
• Green buffer/greenway along the railway
• Energy efficiency (inc. solar energy/geothermal)
• Flood protection/ mitigation
• Environment impact assessment needed
• “We need bee superhighways, so we need blossom and shrubs and small
scale planting. We need pocket parks. Lots of green. Lots of trees.
Opportunity for greening facades. Green walls. Light and shade and sun.
Living roof areas, active rainwater capture, recycling, grey wastewater. A
green walk meandering through”

Non-design themes

Key questions, concerns and suggestions that emerged at workshops and email.
Employment Zone
• “As a designated Employment Zone, the scope for development for
employment should be the principal requirement and not be compromised by
pressures for residential use”
• Is it acceptable in policy terms to include housing on an Employment Zone?
• Is it appropriate to include housing in an Employment Zone?
• “The percentage of employment units to residential is still very minimal and
not at all what we hope for”
• “This zoning requires all uses to be employment generating unless the
viability of the scheme requires a small amount of enabling development. In
this case the amount of enabling development should be de minimus, and
included only to enhance the employment generation use”
• Will the code address building use (extra care, homes, employment)?
• “The closely woven mix of community and employment uses, some very local,
some known beyond London such as the auction house, need enhancing”
• “The previous proposal [i.e. Property options set out on the Key Decision
Report mentioned above] appeared unrelated to this site in every way, it could
have been anywhere. We hope that a scheme which integrates with the site in
a more meaningful way, both physically and socially, can be proposed, and
that our preliminary thoughts assist”
• “The current proposals for the new employment [i.e. diagrams of design
principles] have been extremely unclear to date, with the implication a
substantial amount will be in a basement”
• “It is ironic that the RBKC Council have objected on several occasions to the
developments put forward and approved by LBHF in the adjacent
Hammersmith and Fulham Gasworks Development, both for height and bulk
of development, traffic generation, and the ‘effect on the Royal Borough’s
townscape’, as well as its effect on the Lots Road Employment Zone.”
Community infrastructure and non-employment uses
• Do the Council consider the surrounding amenities and infrastructure when
working out what is deliverable?
• “Community Infrastructure contributions should be specified/quantified as
Essential and/or Desired additions and their funding provision be identified as
far as practical”
• Where will the salt store be moved?
• When will building start?
• “Extra care homes possibly could be located elsewhere in Chelsea thus
reducing pressure for Res on the CA7 site”
• “It is notable that there are many other sites where affordable housing may be
provided within RBKC, and that this area, within this RBKC ward, already has
the highest proportion of social housing of any part of RBKC.”

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

“Extra care residents' needs (garden access, to be able walk to shops etc.)
should be acknowledged”
“The brief requires all the affordable/extra care and private housing to be
located on the east side of the site (fronting onto Lots Road). This is because
the west side of the site lies in LBHF. The result is that the design masses the
very large majority of development to face onto Lots Road resulting in the
large tall canyon façade.”
“With funding provided for the Care Home directly by the Council, rather than
having to be generated from the development of the site, the private profit
making element of the scheme would not be required for this, and thus the
quantum of enabling development would therefore be much reduced”
“What has happened to the money from the sale of Thamesbrook?”
“We do need something here, i.e. in the southernmost part of the borough, for
people in the south, we have lost all care facilities in the area.” – such as care
home or convalescent facility for after hospital
“Do you not think there is the need for accessible housing to purchase?”
“What some older people want is a mini M&S type shop but the stores will
only go into places that have dedicated parking”

Density and height
• What is the percentage of floor area for each proposed use?
• What is the density of the site compared to the Power Station development?
• Does a design code deal with density?
• “Density should be specified in terms of anticipated persons per hectare
provided by employment and residential before and after scheme realisation.
This should include a distinction between the increase in general employment
as opposed to numbers engaged in community support services”
• “It is evident the brief requires any design to be very dense and tall. The
current proposals show development facing onto Lots Rd of a minimum of 7
stories, rising to 13 (in addition to two basement levels). The site is adjacent
to a Conservation Area whose frontage onto Lots Road is granular and much
lower (the current 2019 Local Plan notes ‘Prevailing heights in this area are
two and three stories).”
• “The proposed development forms a canyon-like cliff face onto Lots Road and
would harm the views into and out of the adjacent Lots Village Conservation
Area. Any development should, and is required to, enhance and complement
the character of the adjacent RBKC Conservation Area.”
• Can RBKC find a compromise with LBHF to build on their side?
Environmental impact
• “Environmental Impact Assessment: Chelsea Creek (PLA), flood risks, density
of traffic and pedestrians. With what TOR and when will this be undertaken
and advised?”
• Land on the south side is contaminated and at high risk of flooding
• “Remediation through excavation of whole site appears to be proposed rather
than only that contaminated in the area of the car pound, is this necessary?”

Appendix: Visual aids for workshops

This section includes two key resources that informed the discussions: examples of
recent mixed use developments in London and a timeline of all the diagrams
produced to test design principles. The latter must not be understood as draft plans
for actual developments, they are simply prompts to support the early engagement.

Examples of Co-location in London

Everyman Cinema, Chelsea
An example of a development with a mix of co-located uses stepping up in height at the street corner, providing a positive
contribution to the streetscape and a point of reference in the area. 40,000 sq ft development includes 11 flats, ground floor
shops and a cinema on the first floor with two screens and a screening room.
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Caxton Works, Canning Town

336 homes with a range of flexible and affordable light-industry units to create a genuinely mixed-use and self-sustaining place.
The architectural language is led by the industrial nature of the existing context, and a visually strong ground and first floor keeps
the focus on the employment uses at low level.
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Bernard Works, Tottenham

ca. 25,000 sq ft of affordable workspace and 110 new homes on a site currently occupied by light industrial warehouses.
12 units will be affordable rental apartments.
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We Made That – Creative Workspace Strategy (Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area)

Full report available at the consultation webpage https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/connect.ti/KensalSPD/consultationHome
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Lots Road South Draft Design Code
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Sketch III.a
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design north
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Sketch III.b
Sketch III.c
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Not designed by PRP
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View north from Chelsea Harbour Drive
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• Maximises privacy
• Reduces overshadowing within the amenity
courtyard
2. Northern block moved south
• Allows access & reduces impact of overshadowing
on the Heatherley Art School.
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3. Block widths equalised to maximise remaining developable width of the site
• Blocks of circa 12m produced
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Sketches: workshop III community drawing
Lots Road South Draft Design Code
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Sketches: workshop II
Lots Road South Draft Design Code

Heatherley’s

Pub
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Sketches: workshop I Social Investment & Property’s options
Lots Road South Draft Design Code
Option A

The Leadership Team approved in November 2021
the commencement of a procurement process to
deliver the quantum of development on Option A.
Option B

Option C

Heatherley’s
100 Private homes
35 Intermediate/key worker homes
65 Extra Care homes
5,000 m2 Employment/Community
2,800 m2 Parking and servicing

100 Private homes
35 Intermediate/key worker homes
65 Extra Care homes
5,000 m2 Employment/Community
2,800 m2 Parking and servicing

120 Private homes
40 Intermediate/key worker homes
65 Extra Care homes
5,000 m2 Employment/Community
2,800 m2 Parking and servicing
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